The examination of a suspicious death is, in many ways, choreographed like a classical ballet. The many characters involved dance along relatively predetermined paths. The choreography I use is, I suppose, not dissimilar to that danced by my predecessors in pathology over many many years. Slight technical changes are added; photography for instance (a long time ago) and more recently lasers. Each new scientific fad developed under laboratory conditions somewhere has, at one time or another, been added to the repertoire; some gaining rave reviews when exposed to public criticism and, as a result, being incorporated permanently into the dance, others being greeted with disdain and derision and disappearing rapidly without trace or regret.
The fundamental steps, however, remain intact. The overture of the briefing is followed by the first Act at the scene and then the transportation of the cast to Act Two-the inside of the post mortem room. Here more characters are added; the often colourful mortuary staff. The stark lighting of the room can emphasise the theatre of the whole event and the dancing begins in earnest. In this act the pathologist plays the central role, the others dancing in attendance. There have of course been a number of "prima donnas", some have added new, technically brilliant steps, others have attempted complex routines of no value whatsoever and a few have simply advanced to the footlights and attempted to upstage all the other members of the cast.
As in any ballets all of the senses are stimulated; the bright, contrasting colours, the cacophony of sounds and, of course, the varied odours! Within the scene the main plot unfolds, although sometimes painfully slowly. We owe a great debt of gratitude to Monsieur Locard who invented his own subplot -and his subtle motif is now a constant feature in all performances. It is played in the collection of hairs, blood stains and other extraneous findings. Each act of re-trieval is accompanied by a wave of activity originating from the pathologist and passing through the Crime Scene Manager to the Scenes of Crime Officer, and ending with the exhibits officer who is usually to be found sat to one side and looking glum. He is very definitely in a supporting role in this dance and he is not usually at all sure of the sights and smells in which he finds himself forced to sit.
There then follows a second burst of action as items are collected and each item is passed along the chain like a reverse game of "Pass the Parcel", at each individual a new layer being placed on to the item. In this way swabs from any and all of the orifices are taken; head and pubic hair are plucked (often to the chagrin of the cast) and, later, blood, urine, stomach contents are submitted to the same process. The symmetry is impeccable and the pile of bags by the (now) quietly concentrating exhibits officer grows by the minute. This scene is punctuated by movement of the photographer as he dances in from time to time to perform his own cadenza with tripod, flash and camera. The major players from the first act form a noisy chorus and idly wander around the room, secure in the knowledge that their solos, ducts and major contributions to the plot will form a later routine.
A flourish and the pathologist makes the final movement, the gloves and gown are removed and a hush descends. The chorus gathers round. This is the final act. The pathologist indicates his findings, he expounds conclusions and opinions and then leaves the scene. The others disappear in small groups finally leaving the mortuary staff to complete the dance with their own solo performance.
Why liken this process to a ballet? In any good ballet the dancers must all know their places and their actions. There is little point letting footballers take part just because they are adept at using their legs. Neither is there any point in having inadequately trained or inexperienced dancers on the stage. The dancers spend years acquiring and practising their skills: they rehearse, they work as a team who all know the roles played by the others on stage at the same time.
Allowing untrained, or poorly trained, inexperienced dancers on stage during a performance could be disastrous. There has to be the training and experience gained over time to enable at least an adequate performance and perhaps to allow for the bravura performances that are sometimes required in particularly complex and difficult cases. The pathologist will be trained over years, he or she will be subjected to examinations and peer review. The mortuary staff are a static (if at times variable) asset. Sadly there seems to be a move to transfer experienced members of the supporting cast to other companies and to bring in players inexperienced in this dance from more distant groups.
This is a policy that could lead to some very bad reviews in the months and years to come.
